4.4 JEWISH HUMOR

Daniel Cainer
*Jewish Chronicles*

- Yiddishe Waltz
- God Knows Where
- A Tale of Two Tailors
- How We Are Blessed
- The Wrong Side of the Wall
- Bad Rabbi
- Road to Jerusalem
- Best I Can
- Here with Me Tonight
- Surbiton Washerama
- Jewish Man

Chutzpah
*Superjew, Old School Jew, Dr. Dreck et al*

Intro

- SUPER JEW
- OLD SCHOOL JEW
- Looks Like Segal
- DR. DRECK
- YIDDISH
- MC Meshugenah Intro
- MC MESHUGENAH
- THE SHTETL
- Something Bad
- CURSE OF THE BLESSING
- CHANUKAH’S DA’BOMB
- Dreck Coaching Tav
- TSURIS
- SHIKSA GODDESS
- Chutzpah Fan
- MISPUCHAH
- Old Lady
- ASK THE RABBI

Hip Hop Hoodios
*Raza Hoodia EP*

- Hava Nagila
- Raza Hoodia
- Ocho Kandelikas
- Dicks & Noses
- Kike on the Mic